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A USER’S MANUAL NOTE 

 
This actor’s packet is designed to be useful to you. It consists of short articles on various 

subjects divided into sections and occasionally cross referenced. Some of these short articles 

will be helpful to you, others may not be. I recommend you go to the table of contents, identify 

which topics are relevant to you, and begin there. I’d like to emphasis: you do not (not, not) 

need to read the whole packet. If you’d like further information, there are some additional 

sources at the end. 

 

Always feel free to reach out with questions! I’d love to help. 

 

- Kristin, your dramaturg 
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PRODUCTION TEAM  
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PRODUCTION HISTORY 

 
Matawan, written by Dan Caffrey, was first workshopped in 2012 with Red Tape Theatre, 

a company based in Chicago. In 2013, Matawan was a finalist for the prestigious Eugene 

O'Neill National Playwrights conference, emerging from a pool of over a thousand plays. The 

Ruckus Theater produced the premiere of Matawan in 2015, directed by Allison Shoemaker. It 

was subsequently produced at Nature Coast Technical High School in Brooksville, Florida.  

 

The University of Texas at Austin will present Matawan’s third production as part of their 

2018/2019 season. That’s the show you (you!) are in.  
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WHY HERE? WHY NOW? 

Written by Alice Stanley, Director 

 
At its heart, Matawan is a play about fear. Fear of change. Fear of losing control. Fear of 

being seen. These fears manifest in several ways – the polio epidemic, the threat of World War 

I, the rapid progress of industrialization, disapproval from parents or society. 

 

They almost never manifest as fear of a shark. And of course, for several of our 

characters, that turns out to be the primary threat. The characters’ efforts to find control and 

avoid what they fear drive them into the water, where they are violently eaten. 

 

The shark does not act on fear; the shark acts on instinct. In this underwater world, we 

see a being that is entirely willing to adapt and do whatever she needs to to survive. We see a 

different way of existing and acting. 

 

The presence of the shark onstage makes clear just how much fear drives human 

action. That is the main takeaway we hope for the audience: we want them to leave questioning 

how much their own behavior is dictated by fear. 

 

We need this understanding of fear in order to overcome its impacts in our lives and in 

our society at large. Our fears often cause us to push people away, defend ourselves when 

there is no attack, and make snap judgments about potential threats. In our personal lives, this 

can mean closing ourselves off to people, ending relationships, or not challenging ourselves. In 

society, it can mean racism, wars, detainments, and other atrocities. 

 

Matawan invites us to dig into all of these topics by looking at the personal causes and 

consequences of fear. It also provides us with an exciting opportunity to blend period- and 

movement-based performance, and design the depths of the oceans and the creatures that live 

there. 
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A BRIEF INTERVIEW WITH DAN CAFFREY 

(Mostly) Written by Dan Caffrey, Playwright 

 
What made you interested in writing this play? 

 

Well, I've always been obsessed with sharks for the reasons most people are obsessed 

with sharks for as long as I can remember: their mystery, their perceived scariness, the fact that 

they haven't changed a ton since prehistoric times, seeing Jaws for the first time. 

 

But more specifically, I'm from New Jersey and have been going to the South Jersey 

Shore my entire life. The first place my parents took me from the hospital where I was born was 

a place called Long Beach Island. Both of their families have shore houses there, and it's where 

they met.  

 

Long Beach Island is divided into six small towns, one of them being Beach Haven, 

where the first attack in the play took place in real life. So the attacks of 1916 permeated LBI 

like some kind of ghost story—only the story happened to be real. Even after studying it so 

much and writing about it, I can't believe the Jersey Shore Attacks of 1916 happened. It's crazy 

to me that they were the first documented attacks in the United States, and yet they remain the 

most outlandish series of attacks to this very day.  

 

What has your process been in writing the play? What sources and research has been 

helpful? 

 

I've wanted to write a play or some kind of story about the attacks ever since I was a kid, 

but was never quite sure how to do it. So I applied to this wonderful program in Chicago from 

Red Tape Theatre called the Fresh Eyes Project. I'm not sure if Fresh Eyes is around anymore, 

but back in 2012, you had to apply with an idea, but not necessarily a script. You would pair with 

another theatre company and do some devising work around your idea until you eventually 

generated some material. 

 

I hooked up with The Ruckus, which is a theatre company I loved dearly back when it 

was around. We were lucky enough to get selected, and we went into the rehearsal room with a 

few core ideas: We knew we wanted the play to be about the attacks and we knew we wanted 

to use the attacks (and some other historical events at the time, such as World War I and a 

severe polio epidemic) to examine fear and being true to one's self.  

 

Research-wise, I started with Michael Capuzzo's Close To Shore. For my money, it's the 

most comprehensive account of what really happened regarding the attacks. It's non-fiction, but 

reads like historical fiction, similar to Devil In The White City. Best of all, it has shark chapters 

that give insight into what may have been going through a great white's brain during such wild 

events. All the newspaper clippings in the play come from Close To Shore, too. 
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From there, I branched out into another book called Twelve Days Of Terror by Richard 

Fernicola. The writing isn't as compelling, but it views the events through a more scientific 

lens—debating the species of shark, examining the bite wounds and water conditions, etc. 

While Close To Shore was my greatest research tool for the narrative, Twelve Days Of Terror 

helped fill in some of the science and shark behavior.  

 

As far as I know, those are the only two books written about the attacks (Twelve Days Of 

Terror was also adapted into a shitty movie on Animal Planet), which is crazy to me. I still feel 

like most Americans aren't aware of what took place in 1916, despite it somewhat inspiring 

Peter Benchley to write Jaws and just being a flat-out unbelievable story.  

 

Once I got into the nitty-gritty of the play, some works outside of those books had a huge 

influence. Philip Roth's final novel, Nemesis, is about a 1944 polio epidemic at a summer camp 

in New Jersey and deals a lot with fear—specifically the idea that it's often impossible to protect 

yourself from forces outside of your control. Arguably, the more you worry rather than just live in 

the moment, the more likely you are to succumb to something horrible. That's a central thesis of 

Nemesis and one shared by Matawan, I think (and hope). I won't spoil the specifics in case 

anyone reading this wants to read the Roth book (it's short and definitely worth checking out).  

 

And believe it or not, I actually turned to the old Sega Genesis game Ecco The Dolphin 

for some of the animal behavior. While the sea life moves like sea life in Ecco, each creature 

has a surprisingly deep (no pun intended) emotional palette similar to a human being's, with 

many of the animals viewed as prophets or oracles.  

 

Anything else you want to mention in the actor's packet? 

 

Just to say thanks so much to everyone for working on this. As much as I loved the 

world premiere of Matawan, we were still changing the script a lot and I was heavily involved on 

the production side of things, so it's nice to just get to be the playwright and marvel at all the 

talent in the room.  

 

Anything you are particularly scared of? Just for fun?  

 

Like several of the human characters in the play, I tend to be scared of large-than-life 

things that I can't really control: climate change, cancer, old age. I don't endorse this kind of 

fear! It's better to live in the moment and just appreciate the short time you have on this planet. I 

do my best, but I worry a lot more than I should.  
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TIMELINE 

 
The entirety of the shark attacks of 1916 took place in only twelve days. The short span of time 

is one of the things that made the attacks remarkable. 

 

July 1st - Shark attacks and kills Charles Vansant in Beach Haven. 

 

July 6th - Shark attacks and kills Charles Bruder in Spring Lake. 

 

July 11th - Shark bumps into and injures Renny Cartan in Matawan. 

 

July 12th - Shark attacks and kills first Lester Stillwell and then Stanley Fisher in Matawan. The 

shark attacks but does not kill Joseph Dunn in Keyport. 

 

July 14th - Schliesser and Murphy capture and kill a great white shark thought to be the killer 

but not confirmed. 

 

For information on wounds see List of Wounds on page 13. 
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GEOGRAPHY  
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Philadelphia 

Philadelphia was founded in 1682 by William Penn. It was a prominent city and even temporarily 

the United States’ capital. In the early 1900s, it was known for being an island of Victorian 

morals refusing to change. As a journalist from Harper’s Weekly said, “The one thing 

unforgivable in Philadelphia is to be new, to be different from what has been.” Many considered 

Philadelphia dull and old, but some Philadelphians took this as a virtue. In 1916, Philadelphia 

suffered a major heatwave, and those that could took the train to the coastal towns not far away. 

 

Beach Haven 

Beach Haven was a two-hour train trip from Philadelphia, and the train left four times a day the 

summer of 1916, which indicates just how popular a getaway Beach Haven was. Thousands 

flocked to Beach Haven. This beach town was considered more rugged and manly then places 

like the elitist Cape May or the richer Spring Lake. Beach Haven was close to both the Atlantic 

Ocean and towering pine forests. It also had sand beaches, a boardwalk, and several 

impressive hotels. The Engleside hotel was one of the nicest and most expensive of the hotels 

in Beach Haven in 1916. 

 

Spring Lake 

Spring Lake was a coastal resort for the elite of both Pennsylvania and New York City. Shadow 

Lawn, the mansion Woodrow Wilson lived in during the summers, was a short drive north of 

Spring Lake. The beach at Spring Lake was divided into “employees” and “guest” areas. The 

Essex and Sussex hotel, where Bruder worked, was close to the beach and many visiting 

politicians and city elites stayed there.  

 

Matawan 

In contrast to Beach Haven and Spring Lake, Matawan was not a resort city for the wealthy but 

a small town inland. Matawan was established by Dutch settlers in the 1600s, being at an 

advantageous distance from water and the ocean. Matawan was mostly an industry town in 

1916 and its main export was tile but Matawan also exported matches, candy, pianos, bottles, 

waxes, asphalt, copper castings, and, of course, baskets. The creek was essential for both 

shipping and social life in Matawan and residents viewed it as “the heart of our town.” 
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LIST OF WOUNDS 

 
Most of the serious and fatal wound are caused by the biting force of the shark. Shark skin 

though is also rough enough to cause serious abrasions if rubbed against human skin. Shock 

and drowning can also cause serious injury to shark attack victims.  

 

Charles Vansant  

- Chunk missing from left thigh from hip to knee 

- Large gash on thigh of right leg 

Death: Shock and loss of blood due to severing of major arteries in the leg from shark bite 

Dead an hour or so after attack 

 

Charles Bruder 

- Left leg bitten off just above the knee 

- Right leg bitten off below the knee 

- Chunk missing from thigh of left leg 

- Chunk missing from right side of abdomen 

Death: Shock and loss of blood due to severing of major arteries in the leg from shark bite 

Dead a few minutes after the attack. 

 

Renny Cartan 

- Scraped along chest 

Survived 

 

Lester Stillwell 

- Flesh stripped in ribbonlike way along left side of body from ribcage to foot 

- Chunk out of right shoulder and chest 

- Abdomen torn open 

- Chunk out of right shoulder 

Death: wounds, shock, and drowning 

Dead seconds after attack 

 

Albert O’Hara 

- Scraped by shark tail and knocked against pilings resulting in abrasions and bruising 

Survived 

 

Stanley Fisher 

- Chunk missing from right thigh 

Death: Loss of blood due to severing of major arteries in the leg from shark bite 

Dead about an hour after the attack 
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Joseph Dunn 

- Ribbonlike lacerations to left leg from knee to foot from shark bite. 

Survived 

 

 

For information on the shark bites see Science > Sharks > On Biting on page 42.  
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HISTORICAL COUNTERPARTS (CHARACTERS) 

 
Note: Since this play is deeply historical, all named characters in the play (except for Old 

Blue) are based on people living and dying around the turn of the century. I’ve sketched the 

historical biographies of these “characters” here as an entry point into these lives and stories, 

not as a means to limit you by the nonsense of “historic accuracy.” So, take what inspiration you 

will, and remember your characters are not their historical counterparts, merely loosely based 

on them. 
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MAIN CHARACTERS 

() 

Sharks do a crummy job of keeping historical 

records. As such, there is a fair amount of 

speculation as to the biography of the shark 

responsible for the 1916 attacks. Experts disagree 

about whether it was one shark or multiple sharks or 

whether it was a great white shark or a bull shark. In 

Matawan, () is a historical amalgam of “mankillers” 

caught and observed around the time of the attack. 

Her closest historical equivalent is the shark caught 

by Schliesser and Murphy, a young female great 

white shark. Here is what we do reasonably know about this shark. The shark was birthed 

sometime between 1908-1914. In utero, like other sharks, () probably ate some of her mother’s 

fertilized and unfertilized eggs in utero. In the play, the shark seems to be an only child, which 

happens, though litters tend to have two-to-ten pups. The shark was likely born around Long 

Island and would spend her life cruising up and down the New York and New Jersey coast. She 

could have traveled as far down the coast as Florida in the winter when southern waters cooled.  

 

The first time the shark is documented as a historical figure is on July 1st, 1916 when 

the shark attacked Charles Vansant. She then traveled north and on July 6th attacked Charles 

Bruder before again moving north and eventually, probably accidently, into Matawan creek. On 

July 11th, () brushed Renny Cartan, probably an exploratory nudge, but did not attack the boy. 

On July 12th, further up the creek, the shark attacked and killed Lester Stillwell. When Stanley 

Fisher tried to rescue Stillwell, the shark attacked and killed him too. The shark then turned and 

fled back down the creek attacking another young boy on the same day, Joseph Dunn, who 

survived. Concerned residents put chicken wire over the mouth of the creek but the shark 

seems to have bitten through it and escaped back into the ocean. On July 14th, the shark was 

killed by Schliesser and Murphy. At death, the shark was seven and a half feet long and a 

young female great white. The historical shark was not pregnant at the time of capture, although 

a bull shark (another potential culprit) caught a couple days earlier had been pregnant. In the 

stomach of Schliesser’s catch was found bones that were verified as human. After death, the 

shark was mounted by Schliesser and displayed at the office of the Home News for curious 

onlookers to ogle. Schliesser with the caught shark is pictured above. 

 

For more information on the science of sharks see: Science > Sharks on pages 41-42.  
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Old Blue 

Old Blue is the only character without a direct historical counterpart. Blue whales do 

travel in the Atlantic Ocean and live to be 80 years old.  

 

 

For information blue whales see Science > Blue Whales on page 43. 
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Dr. Eugene Vansant 

Dr. Vansant was born in Philadelphia in 1859 and was a 

descendent of Garretson Vansant, who was an early 

immigrant from Holland to New Amsterdam (New York) in 

1647. The Vansants were a wealthy family from the 

merchant class and members of the Society for Founders 

and Patriots of America. Dr. Vansant trained under doctors 

who had been surgeons in the American Civil War and 

Crimean War, but he himself became a physician in a time 

of growing specialization. Specifically, Vansant specialized 

as a nose and throat physician, known as a laryngologist. 

He was a well-known laryngologist, and his professional 

success allowed him to invest in real estate and grow 

wealthy, moving from the merchant class to a truly 

bourgeoisie existence. As a young man, he met Louisa 

Epting, an Heiress from a city near Philadelphia. He 

proposed to her at Lake Poconos and they married shortly afterwards. He had six children. One 

son and three daughters survived into adulthood, but two sons died young of sickness. Dr. 

Vansant was a devout Presbyterian and Victorian conservative who believed in the sanctity of 

well-ordered family life. Even before the shark attack on his son Charles, Vansant told family 

and friends that he suffered from neurasthenia, popularly known in the day as nervousness. 

Symptoms of neurasthenia were: insomnia, hypochondria, skin rashes, hay fever, premature 

baldness, and nervous exhaustion. In 1916, he was 57 but still relatively lively. When his son 

was attacked by a shark that summer, he would be one of the attending physicians who could 

not stop Charles from bleeding out. Reports detail that this event was seriously traumatic for 

Vansant and caused him to retreat from many aspects of public life. He died 12 years later at 

the age of 69.  

 

 

For information on the history of polio see History > Polio Through Time on page 33. 

For information on germ theory see History > Germ Theory on page 39. 

For information on the science of polio see Science > Polio on page 44. 
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Louisa Vansant  

Louisa Epting Vansant was an heiress from Pottsville, 

Pennsylvania, a small city northwest of Philadelphia. Her family, the 

Eptings, made their fortune in the coal industry of Pennsylvania and 

were among the high society who would visit Philadelphia for social 

functions. Louisa would have met Eugene Vansant on one of these 

trips. The aspiring physician would have been an acceptable, but not 

wholly advantageous, match for Louisa Epting. Eugene Vansant 

proposed on Lake Poconos, and Louisa Epting accepted. As was 

expected of a wealthy woman in the early 20th century, Louisa 

worked in the private sphere of the home, tending the children, cooking, cleaning, and 

establishing traditional family life. The Vansants were wealthy enough to have several servants 

to help in this maintenance. Louisa was likely good at piano and taught her daughters piano in 

the family's music room. She had one of the first refrigerators in Philadelphia, and other modern 

kitchen implements like an electric stove. Louisa would have been expected to inhabit a 

submissive role particularly around her husband who was a traditionalist. Louisa’s daughter 

Mary Eugenia remembered Eugene silencing Louisa at the dining table saying “Ta-ta, Lulu, I 

don’t believe it was your turn to engage in conversation.” Like Eugene, Louisa was a devout 

Presbyterian. She was 56 when her son died of a shark attack in 1916. She died in 1940 at the 

age of 80.  
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Charles Vansant 

Charles was the eldest son of Louisa and Eugene Vansant 

and brother to Mary Eugenia, Louise, and Eleanor, as well as two 

brothers who died young. He was born in 1892. As the eldest son 

in a wealthy family, Charles led a privileged life and was well-

schooled in private and prep schools, finally attending Penn State 

where he studied business. At the time of his death, he had his 

own house, boat, and car; all signs of wealth, and he liked driving 

and boating. His first job in 1914, earned through nepotism, was as 

a salesman for a textile company. Charles didn’t play sports as a 

teenager in Philadelphia, though he did later play golf, cricket, 

baseball, soccer, and crew at University. At Penn, he tried out for 

the French club and German dramatic society, and he participated 

in the humor magazine, literary journal, yearbook, and the gun team. His university friends 

called him “Van.” Charles life was cut short at the age of 23 when he bled to death after 

suffering a severe shark attack in Beach Haven. 

 

For information on Charles’ wounds see List of Wounds on page 13. 
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Robert Engle 

Robert Engle’s father built the Engleside Hotel in 1876, the same year Robert Engle was 

born. Engle was educated at elite Quaker private schools. He enjoyed photography, and in the 

1890s, became one of America’s first art photographers specializing in landscapes. His 

photograph, “The Summer Was Sinking Low,” was one of the first fifty art photographs to enter 

the Smithsonian's collection (pictured below). As a photographer, Robert Engle traveled across 

America, Mexico, and Europe and studied under the photographer and lecturer Burton Holmes. 

He was eventually drawn back to Engleside and the family business by his domineering father. 

He cut his art career short in 1901 to become a successful businessman. Robert Engle took 

over running the Engleside which catered to high-end patrons and was not interested in flashy 

parties. In fact, the Engleside remained a “dry” hotel before, during, and after prohibition. During 

the attack on Charles Vansant, Engle was trying to help. Charles died on Engle’s office door, 

which had been wrenched from the frame for a makeshift stretcher. Engle would live a long life 

after the 1916 attack and be involved in local politics, including as president of Ocean County 

Mosquito Extermination Commission. He really hated mosquitos. The Engleside struggled in the 

1930s, but Engle refused to raise prices for the rooms. Engleside was demolished for wood 

during WWII. Engle would die the same year his hotel was destroyed: in 1943, aged 76.  
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Charles Bruder 

Bruder was a working-class immigrant from Switzerland. He had worked for various 

hotels since the age of 8 both in Switzerland and the United States. He joined the Swiss army 

as a young man but left after several years to continue working in hotels. He progressed to be a 

bell captain and was known for his precision. He eventually gained the position of bell captain at 

a popular hotel, the Essex and Sussex in Spring Lake. He sent his tips home to his mother in 

Switzerland who was financially dependent on Charles. He was athletic and good at swimming. 

During breaks from work, Bruder would go down to the water, often with other members of staff, 

to swim and splash around. In 1915, he had worked at a hotel near Los Angeles and gone 

swimming off Catalina Island where he swam with angel sharks, swell sharks, and horn sharks, 

as well as the larger, through still harmless, leopard sharks. He returned to Spring Lake the 

following year, and during that summer, he was attacked and killed by a shark at the age of 28. 

Since Europe was in war, Bruder’s body could not be shipped home for burial and he was 

buried in Spring Lake by the hotel he worked at.  

 

For information on Bruder’s wounds see List of Wounds on page 13. 

For information on how people viewed sharks see History > Popular Conceptions of Sharks on 

page 35. 
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Watson Stanley Fisher 

Watson Stanley Fisher was born in 1892 into a well-off but 

working-class family. As a commodore for the Savannah 

Steamship Company, his father, Watson H. Fisher was a 

distinguished member of Matawan with a fair income. Like his 

father, Stanley grew up to be athletic and muscular (six foot one 

and two hundred and ten pounds). Unlike his father, Stanley chose 

to become a tailor instead of a commander on a steamship. After 

growing up in Matawan, he traveled to Minnesota, where his older 

sister lived, to apprentice as a steamer and a presser before 

moving back to his hometown and opening a dry cleaning and 

tailor’s shop licensed through dealership with “The Royal Tailors, 

Chicago-New York” on Matawan’s Main Street. In 1916, at age 24, 

Stanley was struggling to get enough clients to maintain his 

business. On July 12th, Stanley and his childhood friend George 

Burlew rushed into the water to try and recover the body of Lester 

Stilwell. Fisher had been taught to swim by his father and was known for being a strong 

swimmer. He had found the remains of Lester and was dragging the body into shore when he 

was attacked by the same shark that killed Lester. Shockingly, Fisher was able to fight back the 

shark and swim wounded to shore. He was rushed onto a train for the hospital but died of blood 

loss hours after the attack.  

 

It should be noted, the nature of romance, desire, and certainly sex never enters the 

historical records in ways that aren’t distorted by cultural mores and assumptions. George “Red” 

Burlew and Stanley Fisher were close friends who had known each other since childhood. 

Stanley also appeared to be in the early stages of a relationship with the town’s schoolteacher, 

Mary Anderson. Mary and Stanley had spent Independence Day together in Atlantic Highlands, 

eight days before his death. Whether Stanley was gay is not a matter of historical records. 

 

For information on Stanley’s wounds see List of Wounds on page 13. 

For information on gay life see History > Being Gay in 1916 United States on page 40. 
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Louella Stillwell  

(Luella Stilwell in script) 

 

Louella Schuyler was born in 1880 in New Jersey. Not much is known of her childhood. 

At 18 she married William “Bill” Stillwell who was half-Native American. Bill Stillwell was 11 

years older, working class, and relatively poor. Immediately after marriage, she had two sons 

and one daughter in quick succession, Harry, Russell, and Anna. Four years after Anna, at the 

age of 25, Louella gave birth to Lester Stillwell. Two years after Lester, she gave birth to her last 

child, Jennie Stillwell. Sometime between 1910 and 1915, Louella and William moved to 

Matawan county where William and their sons worked at Anderson’s Building Materials and 

Baskets where they wove baskets. Louella would have worked at home raising the children, 

cooking, and doing housework. She worried about Lester who was her only child with a serious 

health challenge, epilepsy. The family struggled to make ends meet but were respectable in 

their community. In 1916, when Louella was 36, her youngest son Lester was attacked and 

killed by a shark. His body was recovered half eaten two days later and returned to the family. 

Louella would live many years after the attack and become a grandmother. She lived in 

Matawan until her death at age 66 in 1946. 

 

For information on epilepsy see Science > Epilepsy on page 45.  
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Lester Stillwell  

(Lester Stilwell in the script) 

Lester Stillwell was born in 1904 in New Jersey, and his 

family moved around for part of his childhood but eventually settled 

by 1910 in Matawan. Lester had three older siblings and one 

younger sister. From an early age, Lester’s family relied on him to 

help support the family by working alongside his father and 

brothers at Anderson’s Building Materials and Baskets where he 

made baskets. All workers would be paid by how many baskets 

they could make in a day and speed was a necessity. Lester had 

“fits” and was diagnosed with epilepsy. The condition was well-

known in Lester’s time, but little could be done to treat it. People 

with epilepsy had to endure seizures and usually relied on a 

support network to ensure that these seizures could pass without 

serious injury. Lester did well in school and sold a weekly 

magazine to make pocket money for his own books and clothes. 

Lester wasn’t athletic but still played baseball and swam with a group of other boys including his 

best friend Ally O’Hara. In 1916, while playing with these boys after a day at work making 

baskets, Lester was attacked and killed by a shark. He was nine. His half-eaten body would be 

recovered on the banks of the creek two days later.  

 

For information on Lester’s wounds see List of Wounds on page 13. 

For information on epilepsy see Science > Epilepsy on page 45.  
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Captain Cottrell 

Thomas Cottrell was born in 1858 or 1857 in 

New Jersey and likely grew up as a child in Matawan 

before moving further east to the mouth of the creek. 

Cottrell descended from a line of sea captains working 

in fishing. He would have been solidly middle class, 

not as respectable as Stanley’s father, a commodore 

for a steamship company, but not as poor as the 

Stillwells. He married Florence A. Lee and had seven 

children with her. By the shark attacks of 1916, he had 

been retired for several years and owned his home in 

Newport, just east of Matawan. He also owned his 

own motorboat, The Skud, and had access to his son-

in-law’s small sailboat. He enjoyed fishing for sport 

and would go with his sons frequently. By all reports, 

he was exceptionally outgoing and exuberant and 

enjoyed playing practical jokes on people. In 1916, he 

saw the shark in the creek and tried to warn people, 

but no one listened to him. He died very close to the fifth-year anniversary of the shark attacks 

on 1921 at age 63. 
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George Burlew 

George “Red” Burlew was born in 1893 and raised in Matawan county with his close 

friend Stanley Fisher. As a young man, he listed his occupation as “schofer” (chauffeur) but 

aspired to be a fisherman. In 1914 at 21, he married the 15 year old Violet Van Brant and had a 

daughter with her also named Violet. In 1916, he rushed with his friend Stanley to the creek 

after hearing that Lester Stillwell had been attacked. He would likely have been partly 

concerned for his nephew Charlie Van Brunt who had been swimming with Lester Stillwell. 

George did dives along with Stanley to try and recover Lester’s body. When Stanley was bitten, 

George quickly swam to shore. He said later that he hadn’t even thought about saving his friend 

in the rush to get to safety. George Burlew lived a long and interesting life after the 1916 shark 

attacks. In 1920, his wife Violet and daughter, also Violet, both died, likely from an illness. 

George took the opportunity to move away from Matawan to Florida where he became a 

fisherman. He married Elizabeth Carroll and split his time between Florida and New Jersey. He 

became a well-known big fish hunter and set a record for the largest marlin ever caught. He won 

a Pulitzer with a journalist for his recounting of the 1916 attacks, and he lived until he was 93 

and died in 1986.  

 

For information on gay life see History > Being Gay in 1916 United States on page 40.  
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Mary Anderson 

Mary was born in New Jersey in 1895 to an upper-middle class family. Her father owned 

Anderson’s Building Materials and Baskets where Lester Stillwell worked making baskets. Mary 

was a schoolteacher for Matawan children, teaching a grade of probably 20-30 in a public 

school. It is likely she knew Lester Stillwell and many of the boys he played with. On July 4th, 

1916, she spent the day with her burgeoning romantic prospect Stanley Fisher in the Atlantic 

Highlands. On July 12th 1916, she witnessed Fisher get attacked by a shark while trying to 

recover the body of Lester Stillwell. A few days later, she was one of the small party that 

welcomed the surviving shark attack victim, Joseph Dunn, back home to Newport, a town close 

to Matawan. After that, Mary Anderson slips from any historical records, and I can’t find her on 

any census. Most likely, she got married and stopped using her maiden name on records which 

makes her difficult to track. The photo below is not known to be Mary Anderson. It is of three 

women from Matawan posing for a newspaper after the attacks. 
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ENSEMBLE CHARACTERS 

 

Rensselaer (Renny) Cartan 

Renny was fourteen in 1916 when the shark came to Matawan. He worked in his father’s 

business Cartan Lumber and Coal Company. His family was middle class and prominent 

members of Matawan. Johnson Cartan was his younger cousin, and Renny was friends with 

Lester. Swimming in the creek after work was a regular occurrence for all the boys. The shark 

brushed past him the day before the attack on Lester and evidence has it that he had been 

scared away and not present for the attack on Lester. 

 

Albert (Ally) O’Hara 

Ally was eleven in 1916. His older brothers and father worked in the same basket factory 

that Lester worked at, but Ally had not yet begun working. He was likely lower class though not 

as poor as Lester Stillwell. As it was reported afterwards, Ally was Lester’s best friend. It was 

common for Ally and his friends to play and swim in the Matawan creek on summer afternoons. 

 

Johnson Cartan 

Johnson was thirteen in 1916. He worked with his father in the Cartan Furniture, Dry 

Goods, Shoes, Groceries, Hats, Western Union Telegraph Service, where Matawan residents 

could come and get basically anything they needed as well as send and receive telegraphs, 

although they had recently installed a telephone in the shop. Johnson’s cousin was Renny 

Cartan. Swimming in the Matawan creek was a regular occurrence for Johnson and his friends.  

 

Frank Clowes (Frank Close in play) 

Frank was nineteen in 1916 and the oldest of the boys to be playing in the creek before 

the attack on Lester. He worked at his father’s gas station and was likely a strong swimmer. He 

would have grown up swimming around Matawan creek and taking time off in the middle of a 

summer day was fairly common. 

 

Anthony Bubblin  

Anthony was thirteen in 1916. His older brothers worked in the Anderson basket factory 

and he may have started work there himself. This marks him as one of the lower-class friends in 

the group. Playing in the creek would have been a regular occurrence for Anthony and his 

friends.  

 

Michael Schliesser 

Schliesser was 40 in 1916 and had emigrated from his native Serbia fifteen years earlier. 

Schliesser was an accomplished taxidermist and was well-known by wealthy hunters and 

fisherman. Schliesser himself was a big-game hunter and an animal trainer. He lived in Harlem 

where he owned many dangerous animals. On July 14th, Schliesser caught and clubbed a 

shark to death. He later taxidermized his shark and displayed it in a window of a local 

newspaper. 
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John Murphy 

Murphy was 28 in 1916 and lived in the Bronx. He worked for a steamship company and 

enjoyed fishing. He met Schliesser as a fisherman in Raritan Bay and the two would often go 

out together to fish. 

 

For information on newspaper reporting that may be helpful to the ensemble see History > 

Yellow Journalism on page 38. 
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OTHER “CHARACTERS” TO NOTE 

President Wilson 

 Woodrow Wilson was the 28th president of the United States, 

serving from 1913-1921. He was a democrat progressive from an 

academic background. He was extremely well-liked during his tenure 

as president, a rare distinction. Most Americans were in favor of his 

isolationist policies during the beginning of WWI.  

 

 Wilson’s “summer Whitehouse,” named Shadow Lawn, was in 

Long Branch close to Spring Lake. Wilson and the first lady Edith Galt 

Wilson (who were newlyweds) would spend the summers in this 

mansion along with most of the white house staff and Wilson’s 

daughters. They would operate politically out of the top floor of the Asbury Park Trust, a small 

bank nearby. Wilson would use these summer months to campaign as well since he was 

ideologically opposed to campaigning while in the White House. Wilson may have been a 

reserved and quiet president, but he was also a celebrity in his day. This was especially true in 

the age when “celebrity,” as we know it, was beginning, with powerful personalities gaining 

attention through new technologies like film. 

 

Joseph Dunn 

Joseph Dunn is the only shark attack victim to survive in 1916. He was attacked the 

same day as Lester and Stanley and had his leg shredded up but was literally pulled from the 

shark’s jaws by his brother and his friend. Joseph lived in New York City but frequently visited 

an aunt in Newport, a town just east of Matawan. Captain Cottrell was able to motor Joseph to 

medical help and the boy lived. He would go on to live a normal life.  
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HISTORY 

 

Getting in the General Mood  

 Matawan is a very historic play. In case you’ve forgotten your U.S history, here are ten 

fast general facts around 1916 to jog your memory.  

 

● The “America the Beautiful” lyric “from sea to shining sea” was written in 1895 and was 

just newly true since the borders had been in flux for a long time. 

 

● Chekhov’s The Seagull and Susan Glaspell’s Trifles both had their Broadway premieres 

in 1916.  

 

● The invention and mass production of barbed wire throughout the late 1800s essentially 

ended the open frontier by the early 1900s by establishing an easy way to establish 

property lines.  

 

● Minimum wage, child labor laws, and electoral reforms were all established. Woodrow 

Wilson, the president in 1916, was a staunch progressive. 

 

● People in 1916 were listening to hits by Al Jolson, Bert Williams, and John McCormack. 

If they had money, they could listen on a Victrola, a precursor to the record player. 

 

● Einstein’s theory of general relativity was published in 1916 marking a significant change 

in our understanding of science. 

 

● In 1920, women won the right to vote (although the right to vote would be denied to 

black women and some black men in the south up until the 60s).  

 

● Wizard of Oz, Wind in the Willows, Peter Pan, and Pollyanna were the most popular 

children’s books at the time.  

 

● In 1909, W.E.B. Du Bois, Ida B. Wells, Archibald Grimke, Mary Church Terrell and a few 

others established the NAACP to fight for civil rights and against segregation. 

 

● Around 1912, Hollywood became the center of the motion pictures growing industry. 

Although, these would be silent films until 1923.  
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Polio Throughout Time 

 Polio is an infection usually spread through the consumption of small bits of fecal matter. 

In the early 1900s, it was often called infantile paralysis since it usually affected infants and very 

young children. Its primary symptoms are muscle loss and deformity in the legs, but it can affect 

other parts of the body as well. In 1916, there was a polio outbreak throughout the east coast 

and particularly in New York, though it affected Philadelphia as well. The disease symptoms 

were well known but no one had a clear idea of how it spread since polio crippled and killed 

children of varying socioeconomic class, race, and gender. It was so bad in 1916 that some 

states prevented children 16 and younger from crossing state lines to try and slow the spread of 

the epidemic. The worst polio epidemic happened decades later in the 1950s. Now of course, 

there is common vaccine and polio is nonexistent in the Americas although it still effects some 

places in the world.  

 

For information on germ theory see History > Germ Theory on page 39. 

For information on the science of polio see Science > Polio on page 44. 
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The Coming War 

 Even through the United States had not yet entered the war, 1916 was two years into 

WWI for many countries. It was clear that this was a war that would change the dynamics and 

scale of warfare forever. President Woodrow Wilson had declared at the start of the war that the 

United States would stay neutral. In the beginning, neutrality was supported by the majority of 

U.S citizens. A few things worked to dismantle U.S neutrality. Most relevant to Matawan, the 

Atlantic Ocean was becoming a battleground, and not always a fair one. In May of 1915, a 

German U-boat sunk the British ocean liner Lusitania, which was a civilian vessel. Submarine 

warfare was not practiced on a wide scale until WWI and represented a new, often mysterious, 

fear. The sinking of the Lusitania provoked widespread outrage. In response, throughout 1915 

and 1916 many civilians were preparing for entry into the war. The preparedness movement 

even launched parades to encourage people to prepare for the coming war. In 1917, it was 

German submarine warfare meddling in United States trade as well as Germany’s support of 

Mexico taking back U.S states (including Texas) that would finally launch U.S involvement in the 

war. Even upon entry, U.S citizens were against the war, although successful propaganda 

campaigns would draw more support in the following years. 
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Popular Conceptions of Sharks in 1916  

 There is a long history of the fear of sharks, but it’s interesting to note that both the 

media and famous scientists were telling people that all sharks were harmless just prior to 1916. 

Hermann Oelrichs, the millionaire businessman and celebrity, was convinced sharks were 

harmless. Oelrichs had issued a challenge in 1891 saying he would give $500 to anyone with 

evidence that sharks were dangerous to humans. Oelrichs died before anyone could claim the 

prize. Leading scientists, including Dr. Frederick Lucas head of the American Museum of 

Natural History, backed up Oelrichs bravado. Dr. Lucas even wrote about how harmless sharks 

were in an opinion piece in the New York Times. The misconception that sharks are not 

dangerous was partly because only a small handful of species will attack humans (white shark, 

bull shark, and tiger shark). Partly because of figures like Oelrichs and Dr. Lucas, many 

scientists and journalists did not believe a shark was responsible after the first attack on Charles 

Vansant. As evidence mounted, scientists and the public alike were forced to reconsider the 

shark. The fervor around the 1916 shark attacks have forever changed our understanding of 

sharks. 
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Cars, Toasters, and Technology 

 Automotive manufacturing started in the 1890s. With the invention of conveyor belt 

assembly lines, Ford motor cars were made quickly and relatively cheaply. In 1916, cars were 

not wholly novel but were still new. Cars were rare enough and expensive enough that they 

were symbols of wealth and status as well as a new way to get around town.  

 

 Toasters, like cars, had been invented in the 1890s and were quickly becoming popular 

in affluent American households. The electric toaster, along with the electric stove and 

refrigerator, were signs of new technologies being marketed to upper and middle-class families 

and women in particular. Louisa Vansant was one of the first in Philadelphia to have a 

refrigerator. 

 

 Cars and toasters, mentioned in the play, are both representative of the changing 

technological landscape in 1916. The airplane had its first flight in 1903. The telephone had 

been invented in the late 1800s but was just then beginning to have the infrastructure built to 

make it a ubiquitous part of daily life. The modern sci-fi pulp novels were beginning to be 

published. The rapid changes in technology led to a kind of hopeful investment in technology 

and the future expressed in the poem written by one of Charles Vansant’s classmates called “In 

1999,” and read in its entirety in the play. 
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Moral Panic and Changing Swimsuits 

 1916 was a time of broiling moral panic. In 1899, the sociologist Thorstein Veblen coined 

the term “conspicuous consumption” to describe the flashy acquisition and display of luxury 

goods. This was crystallized in the 1920s (think Fitzgerald and flappers) but was certainly 

building in the world of 1916 United States. Hollywood was beginning to exert influence on the 

culture pre-Hays Code. Moral understandings were shifting and becoming more, reflected in the 

lifestyles of conspicuous consumption. Although this lifestyle was only attainable by the 

wealthiest individuals, through the rise of celebrity culture and film, parties, alcohol, and sex 

became visible and part of larger aspirations for many. Alongside these changing moral 

guidelines was a fierce backlash, exemplified best by the Prohibition which outlawed alcohol 

from 1920 to 1933.  

 

 The beach became accessible to many because of new train infrastructure, and it could 

be a contentious site. Both the changing morality and subsequent backlash is evidenced in the 

panic surrounding swimsuits in 1916. As is typical, the most vocal fight about swimsuits 

revolved around policing women’s bodies, but swimsuits for men were changing as well. 

Conservative men, like Charles Vansant, were expected to wear a long one-piece bathing 

costume. In 1916, men were beginning to don the swimming suits we see now that only covered 

from the hips to the knees. Baring the chest in this way could get men arrested. Women’s 

swimming suits were evolving too and were often policed more strictly. Officials would measure 

the length between the hem of a women’s swimsuit and their knee. If the hem was too short, 

women could also be fined, kicked out, and sometimes arrested. This rigorous policing of both 

men and women’s swimming clothes happened on the public beaches but not everywhere. It 

was still normal for men, women, and particularly children to swim nude in more concealed 

rivers, including Matawan creek. Lester Stillwell and his friends were swimming nude when he 

was attacked.  
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Yellow Journalism 

 Newspapers were the de facto way of spreading information around in 1916 and were 

widely read. Many people would read multiple newspapers every day. Magazines like Variety or 

National Geographic often served special interests and could be bought or subscribed too for a 

little more money. The early 1900s was the heyday for newspaper and magazine publishers. It 

was before newsreels and radio became widespread and what news people got they got from 

the paper. Both William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer were working and prominent in 

the early 1900s. 

 

  Competition between newspapers often led to a practice known as “yellow journalism” in 

which newspapers would compete for customers by publishing sensational headlines, which 

sometimes bent the truth. The Jersey shark attacks, already an incredible story, was fodder for 

yellow journalism and headlines screamed of “sea wolves” and “mankillers.” It is partly because 

of the sensationalist news practices that the Jersey shark attacks became a public and 

publicized event that led to widespread fear of sharks which may still impact our perceptions 

today.  

 

 Certainly, some newspapers were more accurate and ethical than others. The New York 

Herald, founded in 1835, was notable for its sensationalism. The editor James Gordon Bennett 

famously said (and repeated) that the purpose of a newspaper “is not to instruct but to startle 

and amuse.” It was the most widely read and popular newspaper in the early 1900s but 

eventually lost readership. The New York Herald stopped publication in 1966. Its main 

competitor, the New York Times, was always a more reputable newspaper. The New York 

Times’ slogan “All the News Fit to Print” was a deliberate dig at competing newspapers featuring 

sensationalism over truth. The Asbury Park Evening Press and the Bridgeport Farmer Reporter 

were smaller newspapers without the resources of either the New York Herald or the New York 

Times. These smaller newspapers often copied the tactics of yellow journalism, but neither was 

known for being particularly untruthful. 
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Germ Theory 

 Germ theory is the accepted understanding of how diseases spread now but was just 

beginning to be popularly understood in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Dr. Vansant, for 

example, did understand and believe in germ theory but would have likely been taught by 

people who didn’t yet. In short, germ theory suggests that diseases, including polio, are caused 

by microorganisms. Germs became a danger lurking invisible in the air around us.  

 

For information on the history of polio see History > Polio Throughout Time on page 33. 

For information on the science of polio see Science > Polio on page 44. 
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Being Gay in 1916 United States 

 Gay sex, specifically anal penetration, had been legally prohibited in western countries 

stretching back to the 1500s. In the United States, sodomy laws or “crime against nature” laws 

were on the books in most states. Enforcement of these laws was patchy but the threat of these 

laws, as well as social stigma, cast a heavy cloud over gay life in the early 1900s. LGBTQ 

people were sometimes able to organize social gatherings either in private or at LGBTQ-friendly 

bars, but police raids and police harassment was growing more common throughout the early 

1900s. Time in jail, heavy fines, and hard labor were all possible punishments for breaking 

sodomy laws or being perceived as possibly breaking sodomy laws. In 1924, Henry Gerber 

organized the first gay rights organization called the Society for Human Rights, but it was 

quickly disbanded after many of its founding members were arrested. 

 

 Despite all this, queer life was ubiquitous, if usually secretive and closeted. Gay men 

often lived together disguised as bachelors and roommates. The social stigma and 

psychological isolation made such a life difficult, but it was also possible. The images below of 

anonymous men from around this time could indicate gay life, but it is hard to be certain. 
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SCIENCE 

 

Sharks 

 

Cannibalism 

While little is fully known about great white shark reproduction, great white sharks do 

most likely practice intrauterine cannibalism; meaning that one shark, after being hatched but 

still inside the womb, will eat the eggs and sometimes other sibling fetuses. Similarly, shark 

mothers have been documented as eating their babies right after birth. Once birthed, the shark 

infant swims fast and far away from the parent to probably never be seen again. At birth, a 

mother shark’s body releases a hormone that temporarily stuns her and prevents her from 

chasing and possibly eating her own babies. 

 

On Shark Senses 

Sharks famously have an amazing ability to detect the scents of distant prey, including 

smelling one part of blood mixed with 25 million parts of water. They also have an advanced 

hearing system that detects sound vibrations from a hundred to a thousand feet away. The 

sound and vibrations of someone splashing can attract a shark to larger prey including humans. 

Despite being able to hear, great whites have no ability to vocalize themselves and, except for 

disrupting the water, they make no noise. It is a common misconception that sharks do not have 

good eyesight. In fact, sharks can see movement and contrasting colors even in dim light 

although most sharks, including great whites, hunt during the day. Great whites can even see 

several feet out of water and have been known to jump up to ice ledges for seals. In short, 

sharks are incredibly well designed for life as an apex predator. 

 

Shark Movement and Speed 

It is well known that sharks must be constantly moving or risk death. This is because 

sharks have no air bladder for buoyancy. Sharks need to keep moving to keep a flow of 

oxygenated water passing over their gills. Sharks literally drown if they stop moving. For this 

reason, they are almost constantly hunting in order to keep up energy for this constant 

movement.  

Great white’s average cruising speed is 25 miles per hour, but they can get up to 35 

miles per hour in short bursts. They are known to sometimes propel themselves up out of water 

to height of 25 feet. That being said, the shark in Jersey was swimming much slower, around 2 

miles per hour as she hunted for food. As they swim, sharks will often move their head in a 

horizontal swath (like a human shaking their head no) in order to take in a wider field of scent. In 

many ways, it is the shark’s nostrils more than any of their other sense that steers the shark.  
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On Biting 

In the act of biting, great whites will roll their eyes backwards in their heads to protect 

their eyes. As they bite, they are basically blind, although, as noted, they have numerous other 

sensory organs that help guide them to the prey. They also are capable of unhinging the 

jawbone, meaning they can open their mouths incredible wide and bite with incredible force. It’s 

never been definitively measured, but scientist’s estimate a great white shark would bite with the 

force of 4,000 pounds per square inch. For comparison, a human bite generates around 150 

pounds per square inch. 

Great white sharks have been known to engage in a bite-and-spit practice. This may be 

because they are testing to see if prey has a high enough fat content to provide them with 

needed energy. Humans are not a good source of energy for sharks who would prefer high-fat 

prey animals like seals. Many cases of shark attacks display this behavior, although not all the 

Jersey attacks do. 

For information on wounds see List of Wounds on page 13.  
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Blue Whales 

 Blue whales are the largest animal to ever exist on earth, at least as far as we know. Not 

just now. Ever. Surprisingly, given natural laws of predation scale, blue whales are a baleen 

whale, which means they mostly eat tiny krill. They are almost constantly eating by sucking in 

water through their mouths. Blue whales travel and exist in every ocean on earth, with a 

significant number in the northern Atlantic region. An adult blue whale weighs 300,000 pounds 

and are around 92 feet in length. Females tend to be a little bigger than males. It is not known 

for certain how long blue whales live for, but scientists estimate that a blue whale can live for 

around 80 years. Unlike other species of whales, blue whales tend to live and move alone 

except for times of mating and when rearing a child. Blue whales, like the humpback whale, are 

known to vocalize to each other and the messages they send may be sophisticated in nature.  

 

 Blue whales are powerful and quick, especially when threatened. There are only two 

known predators of blue whales: humans, although killing blue whales has been illegal since the 

70s, and orca whales, who may attack and kill in packs. There is no evidence of sharks killing 

whales. However, sharks are known as scavengers and have been observed eating already 

dead whales.  
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Polio 

 Polio is an infection spread usually through the consumption of small bits of fecal matter. 

Its primary symptom is muscle loss and deformity in the legs, but it can affect other parts of the 

body as well. Sometimes leg deformities create a club foot, twisted to one side and difficult to 

walk on. When still developing, one symptom is a sore throat and stiff neck, as well as fever, 

vomiting, general discomfort, and headaches. Many people exposed to a polio virus do not 

develop polio. It is more common for children to be seriously infected, although adults 

sometimes would develop polio later in life. 

 

For information on the history of polio see History > Polio Through Time on page 33. 

For information on germ theory see History > Germ Theory on page 39. 
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Epilepsy 

 Epilepsy is a relatively common neurological condition and is an umbrella term for many 

different, more specific ailments. Its most common symptom is seizures, the severity of which 

can vary widely. Epilepsy has been documented throughout history, although for most of history 

there was very few ways to treat it. Modern advances have helped treat the condition, although 

there is still no cure for the disorders that fall under the epileptic umbrella. Throughout history 

and in different cultures, stigma has been associated with epilepsy. For most people, seizures 

are not-random but triggered by environmental factors like stress, alcohol, strobe lights, or lack 

of sleep. Epilepsy is rarely fatal although there is risk of fatal head injury (as well as other bodily 

injury) from falling or hitting something during a seizure. Biting the tongue is one of the most 

common injuries experienced during a seizure. Epilepsy is more common in children, and it’s 

possible for children to outgrow epilepsy in their adolescence or adulthood. Alternatively, some 

develop epilepsy later in life, often after a brain injury.  

 

 People’s experience during a seizure varies widely. Some people may experience total 

unconsciousness during a seizure, especially a large seizure. Others describe being conscious 

and aware they are not in control of their bodies and difficulty thinking clearly. For some, events 

during a seizure feel like a dream. Many people describing smelling something like burning 

rubber or rotten eggs or tasting metal. Beyond the physical associations of seizures, many 

describe a feeling of hopelessness after the seizure from the lack of control. Full treatment of 

epilepsy often includes therapeutic treatment to address the psychological stress of epilepsy.  
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PAGE BY PAGE REFERENCES 

 
Pg. 8 

LOUISA: “ I feel like Mr. Toad. Is that silly?” 

 Mr. Toad is a reference to The Wind in the Willows in which the 
character is obsessed with cars and eventually steals one and drives it 
recklessly. 

 

Pg. 12 

DR. VANSANT: “I’ll have some plover or filet mignon. Cereal’s for children.” 

 Plover is a bird found commonly on beaches. It is rarely eaten anymore but used to be 
eaten in the 1900s. Filet mignon is a steak cut of meat. Both plover and filet mignon would be 
breakfasts for rich people only. Boxed cereal was a relatively new in 1916. 

 

Pg. 18 

LOUISA: “Wonderful. I’ve missed Cape May.” 

 Cape May is a seaside resort in south New Jersey, south of both Beach Haven and 
Philadelphia. The Vansants normally went to Cape May in the summer. 

 

Pg. 19 

DR. VANSANT: “Now, I checked the Public Ledger, and there are no reports of sickness on the 
shores of Beach Haven.” 

 The Public Ledger was a daily newspaper popular in Philadelphia at the time. 

 

Pg. 22 

VOICE: “Eins. Zwei. Drei. Vier.” 

 These words in German translate to: “One. Two. Three. Four.” 

 

Pg. 24 

DR. VANSANT: “You can build sandcastles and sing “It’s A Long Way To Tipperary” for all I 
care.” 

 This was a famous song first sung by John McCormack in 1914. Listen to it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVM-tFAdADg 

 

Pg. 25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVM-tFAdADg
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(SAILORS move around behind the shape. They wear naval uniforms and speak in German as 
they stack crates of ammunition. One of them puts a record on a phonograph. “Morning Mood” 
from Peer Gynt plays.) 

 “Morning Mood” was composed to be incidental music to accompany Ibsen’s play Peer 
Gynt. It is an incredibly famous piece of music that you’ve probably heard before. The recording 
of the Peer Gynt suite was onboard the Deutschland. You can listen to it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rh8gMvzPw0 

 

Pg. 29 

ENGLE: “Doctor, Mister, Professor, Commodore, it doesn’t matter.” 

 Commodore is a naval officer of high rank. Vansant never was a Commodore, but 
Stanley Fisher’s father was. 

 

Pg. 35 

CHARLES: “I call it “1999.” … 

 This poem was written by one of Charles Vansant schoolmates in prep school. C.O.D, in 
case you’re wondering, stands for cash on delivery.  

 

Pg. 36 

ENGLE: “I believe that life is a mess. It is like yeast, a ferment, a thing that moves or may move 
for a minute, an hour, a year, or a hundred years, but in the end will cease to move.” ... 

 This quote is from The Sea Wolf by Jack London. The quote comes from the evil captain 
Wolf Larsen. Jack London was part of the naturalist philosophical movement which was gaining 
traction in the early 1900s.  

 

Pg. 44 

ASBURY PARK EVENING PRESS REPORTER: “A kraut bell captain!” 

“Kraut” is an offensive name for German people popularized around WWI.  

 

Pg. 48 

BRUDER “Vater unser im Himmel, geheiligt werde dein Name; dein Reich komme; dein Wille 
geschehe, wie im Himmel so auf Erden.” … 

 Before dying, Bruder repeats the Lord’s Prayer in German. This was and still is the most 
common and memorized prayer in Christianity.  

 

Pg. 53 

CAPTAIN COTTRELL: “Up aloft, amid the rigging, /Swiftly blows the fav’ring gale, strong as 
springtime In its blossom, /filling out each bending sail…” … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rh8gMvzPw0
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 Cottrell sings the traditional sea shanty “Rolling Home.” You can listen to one version 
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-t3JmHVLI0  

 

Pg. 57 

CAPTAIN COTTRELL: “All them U-boat explosions over in Jutland . Maybe they scared it. 
Maybe it wanted somewhere quieter.” 

 The Battle of Jutland lasted two days May 31st and June 1st in 1916. It was a naval 
battle in the North Sea (the sea in between England and Germany). The battle was close to 
Denmark’s Jutland peninsula. It was the largest naval battle in WWI and involved mostly 
battleships but also some German U-boats.  

 

Pg. 68 

LUELLA: “I have to deliver some mauveine to him soon.” 

 Mauveine is a kind of purple dye. It was one of the first dyes to be mass-produced. 

 

LUELLA: “Here. Let’s read Peter And Wendy. (reading) “‘Save him, save him!’ cried Wendy, 
looking with horror at the cruel sea far below. Eventually Peter would dive through the air, and 
catch…” 

 Peter and Wendy was the title of J.M Barrie’s first version of what is better known as 
Peter Pan, first published in 1911. In the scene Luella reads, Peter Pan is flying with Michael 
and dropping him seemingly into the ocean before swooping down to catch him.  

 

Pg. 78 

CAPTAIN COTTRELL: “Stormy petrels. Called ‘em Mother Carey’s chickens in my day. Not 
sure why. The sea has a language all its own. I’ll be damned if I ever understand it.” 

 Stormy petrels are a bird, also known as Mother Carey’s chickens 
by sailors. Stormy petrels are normally off-sea birds, and multiple 
fisherman had noticed a lot of stormy petrels in 1916. Later scientists 
have used the number of petrels as evidence of the possibility of altered 
waterflow that may have brought the salt-water shark inland. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-t3JmHVLI0
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Pg. 79 

CAPTAIN COTTRELL: “Somewhere the sun is shining/ Somewhere the songbirds dwell/ Hush 
then, thy sad repining/ God lives and all is well.” ... 

 Cottrell sings “Beautiful Isle of Somewhere,” first written in 1897. It’s a song often used 
for funerals. John McCormack recorded a popular version in 1916. You can listen to it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkhLfPrWpWU 

 

Pg. 87 

STANLEY: “Now that I think of it, Chief Mulsoff wanted an arrow collar. Which looked a 
bit...silly.” 

 The arrow collar was a stiff, usually detachable collar with pointed ends that was coming 
into fashion in the early 1900s. The “arrow collar man” was meant to be handsome, sexy, and 
sophisticated. The main model and designer behind the arrow collar have since been reclaimed 
as gay icons.  

 

Pg. 94 

CAPTAIN COTTRELL: (singing) “I dreamed a dream the other night/ Lowlands, Lowlands, 
away…” 

 Cottrell sings “Lowlands” a famous sea shanty. There are many versions of it. You can 
hear one here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPNW6G4D-Yc/. 
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GALLERY OF OTHER IMAGES 
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FURTHER READING/SOURCES 

 
The bulk of the research presented here has come from two books: Close to Shore: The 

Terrifying Shark Attacks of 1916 by Michael Capuzzo and Twelve Days of Terror: A Definitive 

Investigation of the 1916 New Jersey Shark Attacks by Richard F. Fernicola, M.D. For anyone 

wanting a deeper dive, I particularly recommend Close to Shore. 

 

 Additional biographical information was obtained through the U.S census accessed 

through FamilySearch.org. Matawan Historical Society backed up information regarding the 

timeline and town details. When possible, information was triangulated through multiple 

sources. For any questions, please reach out to me! 

 

-Kristin, your dramaturg 

kristinhelenperkins@utexas.edu 

760-214-1622 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This actor’s packet was written and compiled by Kristin Perkins who owns copyright privilege 

over it. It is designed for use with the University of Texas at Austin’s production of Matawan 

written by Dan Caffrey and directed by Alice Stanley. 
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